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if you need a ui widget library that is extremely high quality and cost-effective, then kendo is a good solution. kendo ui is the highest quality commercial jquery-based ui widget toolkit for front-end developers. kendo ui is built on the foundation of ext js, which has been in development for the last 14 years and has been used by over 250,000 developers to create
more than 100 million lines of code. the underlying technologies used by kendo and ext js are just as sound today as they were in 2008, and they have been used to build more than 5 billion lines of code over the last 14 years. the ext js tech is ext js core, ext js web, and ext js mobile. in addition to its rich web and mobile ui widgets, kendo includes a set of tools
to help build front-end javascript applications. kendo provides the following tools for building web applications: data abstraction, drag and drop abstraction, a fx/effects solution, mvvm abstraction, a templating solution, form validation abstraction, and spa ( router, layout, view ). kendo makes it easy to develop with the technologies that you already use, such as
angular, react, ember, and any other javascript library. kendo ui also supports other javascript frameworks. kendo ui for angular is designed specifically for building angular applications. kendo ui for ember is designed specifically for building ember applications. these applications can be used side-by-side with existing angular or ember applications, or they can

be used in their own environment with a ready-to-run platform, ready to consume. with a kendo ui for angular or kendo ui for ember application, you can start building your application in minutes, without having to set up a project.
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the business case for the kendo ui for asp.net ajax suite is simple. if you need a pure-javascript implementation of a set of ui widgets that work on mobile, desktop, tablet, or even the web, then the kendo ui controls are the only choice. you do not need to use a third-party, non-javascript ui library to achieve the same goal. that's true for developers who are using
the widgets in asp.net ajax or other asp.net web applications. if you need the same set of ui widgets in an asp.net mvc application, then you can use kendo ui mvc widgets. if you need the same set of ui widgets for an asp.net core application, then you can use kendo ui core. if you want the same set of ui widgets for a standard html project, then you can use

kendo ui for jquery. furthermore, this is a statement of fact, not opinion. the most recent and current market analysis for the enterprise development of ui widgets is that most applications use the following javascript library frameworks: jquery, jquery mobile, and angular. the past few years of market analysis has shown that the market is dominated by jquery.
the fact is that jquery is a workhorse of a library that is used by most web development projects. it’s easy to see why, and we’ll cover why in more detail later. i, of course, don’t agree with this analysis. i can think of one or two reasons why jquery dominates the industry, but i’m not going to do that right now. instead, i want to emphasize that this is a statement

of fact. this is a statement of fact, not opinion. the reason that jquery dominates the industry is because it’s the easiest library to work with, and it has been for decades. you can learn jquery like you learned to walk, and that’s important for any front-end developer. i always stress to the folks in my classes and workshops that it is not necessary to know
everything about programming to be a great front-end developer. you don’t have to be a language expert, or have a deep understanding of how the browser works. all you need to know is the basics. 5ec8ef588b
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